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Fast Copy Paste is a lightweight
Windows tool designed to help

you copy files or folders to a user-
defined location with just a few
clicks. The advantages of being
portable Since this is a portable

program, it is important to
mention that it doesn’t leave any
traces in the Windows Registry.
You can copy it on any USB flash
drive or other devices, and take
it with you whenever you need
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to copy files or folders on the
breeze, without having to go

through installation steps.
Intuitive looks Although you may

expect something really
innovative, it's not, and Fast

Copy Paste is actually a separate
interface for the same Windows
copying tool we're all using. The
only difference is that Fast Copy
Paste only asks you to pick the

source, which can be either a file
or a folder, and the destination,
so you don't need to browse the
computer to select the data to

be copied. Simple copying
process The interface is minimal

and besides the fact that it
shows the current time, it also
allows you to pick the type of
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content you wish to copy.
Obviously, pick the file or folder
and configure the destination

and you're ready to go.
Unfortunately, once you start the
process Fast Copy Paste displays
the same Windows file copying
dialog, so you don't get more

information beside the one that's
already available to all users of
Microsoft’s operating system.
Testing its performance You

can't really claim that Fast Copy
Paste is faster than the tool

bundled into Windows since it
relies on the same utility, but at
least it makes the whole task of

copying files a few clicks job.
Fast Copy Paste Review: 0 00

Fast Copy Paste is a lightweight
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Windows tool designed to help
you copy files or folders to a user-

defined location with just a few
clicks. The advantages of being
portable Since this is a portable

program, it is important to
mention that it doesn’t leave any
traces in the Windows Registry.
You can copy it on any USB flash
drive or other devices, and take
it with you whenever you need
to copy files or folders on the
breeze, without having to go

through installation steps.
Intuitive looks Although you may

expect something really
innovative, it's not, and Fast

Copy Paste is actually a separate
interface for the same Windows
copying tool we're all using. The
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only difference is that Fast Copy
Paste only asks you to pick the

source, which can be either a file
or a folder, and the destination,

so you don't

Fast Copy Paste Free

Fast Copy Paste is a lightweight
Windows tool designed to help

you copy files or folders to a user-
defined location with just a few
clicks. The advantages of being

portable Fast Copy Paste doesn’t
leave any traces in the Windows
Registry. You can copy it on any
USB flash drive or other devices,
and take it with you whenever

you need to copy files or folders
on the breeze, without having to
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go through installation steps.
Intuitive looks Although you may

expect something really
innovative, it's not, and Fast

Copy Paste is actually a separate
interface for the same Windows
copying tool we're all using. The
only difference is that Fast Copy
Paste only asks you to pick the

source, which can be either a file
or a folder, and the destination,
so you don't need to browse the
computer to select the data to

be copied. Simple copying
process The interface is minimal

and besides the fact that it
shows the current time, it also
allows you to pick the type of

content you wish to copy.
Obviously, pick the file or folder
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and configure the destination
and you're ready to go.

Unfortunately, once you start the
process Fast Copy Paste displays
the same Windows file copying
dialog, so you don't get more

information beside the one that's
already available to all users of
Microsoft's operating system.
Testing its performance You

can't really claim that Fast Copy
Paste is faster than the tool

bundled into Windows since it
relies on the same utility, but at
least it makes the whole task of

copying files a few clicks job.
Fast Copy Paste works flawlessly

on all Windows versions and
doesn't require administrator

privileges, running on low
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resources and without affecting
system performance at all.. Fast
Copy Paste Review by Alexander

Timothy – a portable Windows
tool helping you to copy files or

folders to a user-defined location
with just a few clicks. The

advantages of being portable
Since this is a portable program,
it is important to mention that it
doesn’t leave any traces in the

Windows Registry. You can copy
it on any USB flash drive or other

devices, and take it with you
whenever you need to copy files
or folders on the breeze, without
having to go through installation
steps. Intuitive looks Although

you may expect something
really innovative, it's not, and
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Fast Copy Paste is actually a
separate interface for the same
Windows copying tool we're all

using. The only difference is that
Fast Copy Paste only asks you to

pick the source, which can be
either a file or a folder, and the

destination, so you don't need to
browse b7e8fdf5c8
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Fast Copy Paste Product Key

Fast Copy Paste is a lightweight
Windows tool designed to help
you copy files or folders to a user-
defined location with just a few
clicks. The advantages of being
portable Since this is a portable
program, it is important to
mention that it doesn’t leave any
traces in the Windows Registry.
You can copy it on any USB flash
drive or other devices, and take
it with you whenever you need
to copy files or folders on the
breeze, without having to go
through installation steps.
Intuitive looks Although you may
expect something really
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innovative, it's not, and Fast
Copy Paste is actually a separate
interface for the same Windows
copying tool we're all using. The
only difference is that Fast Copy
Paste only asks you to pick the
source, which can be either a file
or a folder, and the destination,
so you don't need to browse the
computer to select the data to
be copied. Simple copying
process The interface is minimal
and besides the fact that it
shows the current time, it also
allows you to pick the type of
content you wish to copy.
Obviously, pick the file or folder
and configure the destination
and you're ready to go.
Unfortunately, once you start the
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process Fast Copy Paste displays
the same Windows file copying
dialog, so you don't get more
information beside the one that's
already available to all users of
Microsoft's operating system.
Testing its performance You
can't really claim that Fast Copy
Paste is faster than the tool
bundled into Windows since it
relies on the same utility, but at
least it makes the whole task of
copying files a few clicks job.
Fast Copy Paste works flawlessly
on all Windows versions and
doesn't require administrator
privileges, running on low
resources and without affecting
system performance at all.
Bottom line Overall, the program
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does what it says and although
you may expect more advanced
features, it's just a basic tool
with minimal options and a basic
interface. Google Chrome is like
"the internet in your pocket" for
a reason. It is powerful, highly
customizable, and always up-to-
date. It is also one of the most
well-respected browsers out
there, with a devoted fanbase
and a wide spectrum of
customization. The Google
Chrome Cleanup Tool allows you
to easily and safely purge all
unused browser extensions,
themes, plugins, and other files
that are slowing down your
browser. This pack contains all of
the commands that you need to
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perform maintenance and
restore actions to your VMWare
VMs. The commands are split
into

What's New In Fast Copy Paste?

Fast Copy Paste is a lightweight
Windows tool designed to help
you copy files or folders to a user-
defined location with just a few
clicks. The advantages of being
portable Since this is a portable
program, it is important to
mention that it doesn't leave any
traces in the Windows Registry.
You can copy it on any USB flash
drive or other devices, and take
it with you whenever you need
to copy files or folders on the
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breeze, without having to go
through installation steps.
Intuitive looks Although you may
expect something really
innovative, it's not, and Fast
Copy Paste is actually a separate
interface for the same Windows
copying tool we're all using. The
only difference is that Fast Copy
Paste only asks you to pick the
source, which can be either a file
or a folder, and the destination,
so you don't need to browse the
computer to select the data to
be copied. Simple copying
process The interface is minimal
and besides the fact that it
shows the current time, it also
allows you to pick the type of
content you wish to copy.
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Obviously, pick the file or folder
and configure the destination
and you're ready to go.
Unfortunately, once you start the
process Fast Copy Paste displays
the same Windows file copying
dialog, so you don't get more
information beside the one that's
already available to all users of
Microsoft's operating system.
Testing its performance You
can't really claim that Fast Copy
Paste is faster than the tool
bundled into Windows since it
relies on the same utility, but at
least it makes the whole task of
copying files a few clicks job.
Fast Copy Paste works flawlessly
on all Windows versions and
doesn't require administrator
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privileges, running on low
resources and without affecting
system performance at all.
Bottom line Overall, the program
does what it says and although
you may expect more advanced
features, it's just a basic tool
with minimal options and a basic
interface. Average 4/5 File Size
2.69 MB Reviews Be the first to
review this software. You have
already reviewed this software.
Comments 100 Learn how to use
your computer in 5 to 10
minutes What is Fast Copy
Paste? Fast Copy Paste is a
lightweight Windows tool
designed to help you copy files
or folders to a user-defined
location with just a few clicks.
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The advantages of being
portable Since this is a portable
program, it is important to
mention that it doesn't leave any
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP (SP2
or later) CPU: Pentium III or AMD
Athlon XP (1000 or higher)
Memory: 512 MB RAM (1 GB
recommended) Hard Disk: 1 GB
available space Additional
Requirements: Sound: DirectX 9
or higher sound drivers Mouse:
Microsoft IntelliPoint Keyboard:
Microsoft Natural Ergonomic
4000 or higher Other: DirectX 9
or higher video driver When an
error occurs in Black Shell the
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